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Providing distance laboratory-based courses is becom-
ing critical for distance technical education. In this
work, we describe remote laboratories in digital system
courses. While the hardware is based on widely used
programmable logic, the Internet interfaces include those
for remote development, testing and debugging as well
as the cooperative work environment. Special attention
has been paid to the objectivity of evaluating the remote
cooperative work. The web tools for project progress
evaluation, self-and group-assessment and the automated
hardware support are being developed. Previous work
consisted mainly of providing simulated environments or
prefabricated circuits. The productivity and accessibility
of these tools was greatly enhanced by using off-the-shelf
hardware, software and networking elements.
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1. Introduction
Distance education has experienced great im-
provements with the advents of Internet. Much
of the “low-hanging fruits” have been consumed
by now: distributing and managing lectures, ex-
aminations and grades has become transparent
and equivalent to that of on-campus education.
The areas that still need improvement include
those with a substantial technical content that
can only be provided with running comprehen-
sive laboratories. Incidentally, the greatest in-
crease in educational needs have been in the
engineering areas that address large collabora-
tive system developments  12.
Our goal is to investigate the practicality of hav-
ing remote laboratories for digital design engi-
neering courses. These remote laboratories al-
low any user in a remote location to program or
test a system under development. Furthermore,
with software intervention, multiple users could
be using, viewing and discussing the same pro-
gram and a digital circuit under development.
The actual outputs of the electronic circuit could
be made visible to all the developers, as well as
to a teacher. As teleconferencing tools have be-
come readily accessible, we provide means to
use commercial off-the-shelf COTS compo-
nents  14 15 16.
From a hardware point of view, Field Pro-
grammable Gate-Arrays FPGAs  10 13 can
be effectively deployed in hardware design dis-
tance laboratories. This technology allows rapid
development of digital circuits, by download-
ing a digital circuit onto a device. In a learn-
ing environment, the value of FPGAs has been
shown to be indispensable. They can quickly
be debugged, adapted and reprogrammed with-
out physically manipulating the FPGA. Thus,
FPGAs are very appropriate when considering
remote laboratories in cooperative network en-
vironments. They further remove much over-
head in running laboratories as one piece of
equipment can serve in many experiments and
projects. FPGAdevelopment systems can be in-
stalled in laboratory only once, while students
and laboratory technicians can access them re-
motely at all times.
The FPGA use and their remote development
system are considered here in the context of
distance education for digital system design
courses, including those with a large project
component. Several approaches to establishing
the needed infrastructure are evaluated with re-
spect to their practicality, followed by descrip-
tion of our low cost remote laboratory that is
easily accessible by any remote student with a
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personal computer. Since much of the underly-
ing teleconferencing technologies are still being
under development, we chose to rely on widely
available de-facto standards that allow the use
of low bandwidth channels.
2. Background
A. Related Work
Recently, several attempts have been made to
establish University laboratories for use in dis-
tance education. Systems such as the AIM-Lab
project  1, and theRemLab  2 havemade head-
way in the measurement field. Equally fruit-
ful advances have been made in the areas of
robotics and controlwith such accomplishments
as the visualization, simulation and control of a
robotic system  3. Furthermore, remote control
laboratory experiments have also been devel-
oped in an Internet–based setting  4. This pa-
per attempts to accomplish similar results in the
courses that teach design and implementation
of digital systems, with emphasis on complet-
ing large-scale laboratory projects. This imple-
mentationwill require the use ofCOTS software
components integrated into one remote labora-
tory with multipoint access.
B. Groupware and Performance Feedback
Historically, the interaction between users and
remote systems falls into a category of ’group-
ware’ research. The goal of this research, which
dates back to the late 1980’s, is to understand
human communications in order to facilitate
the collaboration and interaction of all users
 5. The study in this field is done on both a
computer science and human perception level
in order to understand how we, as a population,
interact with each other and with computers.
The system considered here has many attributes
of the Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
CSCW. CSCWstrives to understand how tech-
nology can improve group work, whether it is
in the same room, or halfway around the world
 5. In recent years, globalization trends forced
many enterprises to engage in some form of
CSCW. We are seeing increasing needs for new
graduates that can work in teams spread in sev-
eral locations. This fact alone justifies investi-
gation of CSCW applications in building large
systems. Nonetheless, computer-supported col-
laboration still has much room to grow  6.
Among the impediments to wider CSCW ac-
ceptance, we notice practical interoperability
and lack of integrative frameworks  18.
The research on groupware provides one com-
ponent of this work; our other focus is on
the genuine education needs in using distance
laboratories. In our scenario, while coopera-
tive development is necessary, much emphasis
is placed on improving and evaluating student
learning by means of increased feedback gath-
ering.
C. Overview of the Multi-User Distance
Laboratory
The Multi-User Distance Laboratory MUDL
was developed and implemented using COTS
components. We developed, in short time and
with minimal cost, a concrete and feasible sys-
tem for distance education using a digital system
laboratory. MUDL could allow students to take
a digital hardware class, in which they would
design, discuss, implement and debug their de-
signs on remotely placed hardware. The key
ingredients in this laboratory are programmable
logic devices, such as FPGAs.
The devised system involves one station where
the hardware is placed, and multiple user lo-
cations from where students access the system.
Figure 1 contains a high-level overview of the
system, where one station is serviced by X user
locations. As shown, multiple users access one
remote FPGA site and collaborate by working
on the same FPGA attached to the terminal.
Thus, to supply resources for several groups us-
ing a number of FPGAs, identical systems can
be used for prolonged periods of time. Such
flexibility in use is also valuable for manag-
ing and maintaining the laboratory equipment,
especially since lab technicians can remotely
monitor and diagnose all laboratory equipment.
3. Software Components
A. Multiple-User Collaborative Environments
In the design of our system, the main chal-
lenge involves the implementation of an useful
multi-user development environment composed
of standard and widely available components.
Currently, software such as MS NetMeetingTM
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 8 allows mult iple users to exchange live video
in a conference format. All users can viewvideo
streams from all other participants. Provided
that they have video cameras, their faces and
gestures can be used to enrich other means of
communication. This software allows various
other means of multi-used interaction, from a
simple chat to more structured collaboration.
Features of NetMeeting are typical for most ex-
isting teleconferencing systems.
Fig. 1. Multi-User Distance Laboratory.
Equally applicable, AT&T research laboratory
in Cambridge developed Virtual Network Com-
puting VNC  9 software that allows remote
users to view, access and work on a remote
computer using standard protocols based on
TCPIP. Also, Microsoft developed their own
software allowing for remote system use, called
Remote Desktop Connection  17. For the pur-
poses of this system, only VNC’s integration
is considered. VNC’s major benefit lies in its
cross-platform nature. It is possible to view and
execute all the commands of, for example, a
Sun Workstation on an NT computer and vice-
versa. This software displays the exact desktop
of the accessed computer allowing for direct
access to the remote computer. There are some
current limitations to this software that shall be
discussed later. Nonetheless, VNC provides a
viable and impressive alternative to video.
One concern in the design of the MUDL is the
principle of shared file access. For instance,
two users cannot be working on the same file at
the same time unless measures such as owner-
ship and revision control can be incorporated.
Nonetheless, supporting software can handle
much of this burden. As much has been done
on the subject, one of the pre-existing systems
will suffice for the needs of this system. File
sharing issues will be addressed in Section 6.
B. FPGAs and FPGA Software
Most of the available FPGAs and relevant FPGA
software are applicable to this system as they
are based on the same principle. They require
a software component for editing, compilation,
simulation, and programming of the FPGA, and
a hardware component that connects the termi-
nal to the FPGA. Furthermore, the FPGA is
mounted on a board that allows a simple off-
the-shelf serial or parallel connection between
terminal and FPGA.
For the uses of this design, the Altera Univer-
sity board UP1 is used. This board contains
two FPGAs both of which are programmable
via the Altera Software Package  10 that we
found robust and easy to use.
C. Interfacing between the Internet and
the Altera FPGA Software
A major missing link comes by way of the in-
terfacing between the FPGA software and the
CSCW software. The problem arises from the
fact that the FPGA software, for the most part,
was not designed with networking in mind. A
software layer is used to fill the divide between
the two. Furthermore, more functionality is al-
located to software that will be referred to as
“Interface Software”. The interface software
will also incorporate the display ofVirtual LEDs
and the use of Virtual DIP switches, which are
common inputs and outputs on FPGA develop-
ment boards such as the UP1, mentioned in the
previous section.
Microsoft has made readily available a devel-
oper studio package for creating the interfaces
between newly created software and the MS
NetMeeting software. In order to accomplish
such an interfacing, the newly created software
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must have pointers that link to NetMeeting ob-
jects allowing access to the data channels be-
tween users that NetMeeting creates. This sim-
plifies much of the network programming con-
siderations.
Equally plausible as a solution is the use of a re-
mote launching of software. If user A launches
the FPGA software and works ‘virtually’ on
the remote computer wired to the FPGA, the
functioning of the Interface Software would be
shifted from sending FPGA programming in-
formation to launching and controlling remote
software. Furthermore, a combination of the
two is also applicable.
VNC, on the other hand, does not require any
suchFPGASoftware-to-ConferencingSoftware
Interfacing Software as the FPGA software can
be run directly from the remote computer.
If working on a remote system is slower than
working on a local version of the software, it
is more effective for the user to work on the
software locally, and send the compiled files to
be downloaded. Once the files are at the FPGA
site, they are used to configure the FPGA and
the circuit outputs are tested. This ensures that
the resources are used more efficiently.
D. Interfacing between Collaboration Tools
and the FPGA Software Components
As none of the mentioned collaboration soft-
ware interfaces directly with the FPGA or the
FPGA software, it is critical that such a link
be made. We provide such interfacing software
IS. Equally, communication between the col-
laboration software and the FPGA is also done
using IS. Functionality of IS necessarily relies
on the solution to the previous problem, Sec.
3.C. If the remote computer receives program-
ming information, IS needs to receive the data
and pass it on to the right programming device
COM port, serial port or other. If, on the
other hand, the remote computer receives com-
mands to launch programs, it must be set up to
launch programs and be able to use incoming
information to properly run programs and use
its resources.
Within NetMeeting, program sharing is possi-
ble which allows software to be used by larger
student groups 4 students, as required by the
course including the remote computer. This,
however, is not as practical as VNC, which al-
lows a user to view and work directly on the
desktop of the remote computer.
E. FPGA Input and Output Pin Control
and Probing
Once an FPGA is programmed, testing the out-
puts and simulating inputs is done with Inter-
facing Software. Without this functionality this
entire FPGA remote system is not fully func-
tional. Hence, it is critical that this portion be
effective and takes into consideration asmuch of
the FPGA’s uses as possible in order to satisfy
all users. Again, the solution to this problem
lies in the two previous implementations. Ulti-
mately, the interface must contain all standard
FPGA development board functionality such as
DIP switches, LEDs and pushbuttons. Equally
important is the display of certain programming
signals such as the ’Done’ signal, which indi-
cates when the file has been completely down-
loaded onto the FPGA. Many solutions are pos-
sible for the selection or display of the signals.
Certain options will be discussed in the imple-
mentation section.
4. Software Assessment
We evaluated NetMeetingt and VNC and dis-
cussed possible scenarios of their use. Their
usability and system relevancy in terms of their
benefits and drawbacks are given next.
A. NetMeeting
1) Benefits
NetMeeting’s major benefit is its ability to al-
low multiple user video conferencing. With this
functionality, multiple users can view a remote
FPGA system with a camera. All these users
can also view each other in a conference for-
mat. Furthermore, NetMeeting is flexible as it
allows for third party use of its data channels,
which can improve functionality and applicabil-
ity. Furthermore, NetMeeting has incorporated
ftp and chat functionality. Thus, its main ad-
vantage is its ability to provide quality real-time
video, and an all-encompassing environment for
discussion and file sharing.
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2) Drawbacks
The major drawback of NetMeeting is the in-
creased level of complexity inherent to the in-
troduction of third party software. Although
this added complexity could be beneficial, other
systems accomplish similar ends with alterna-
tive means.
B. Virtual Network Computing (VNC)
1) Benefits
VNC works as a cross platform remote viewer.
It allows for a Unix workstation to be viewed
by an NT desktop and vice versa. Equally im-
portant is the ability with which one can control
the remote computer’s resources as the user is
working directly on the remote desktop. The
main concept behind this software is that a user
can fully control the remote environment, which
inherently allows for the use of all the remote
hardware that is connected to this remote ter-
minal. Essentially, the desktop can be accessed
with the VNC Viewer, or with any web browser.
This allows VNC to fit well within the COTS
component criterion stated previously.
2) Drawbacks
VNC has no provisions for videoconferencing.
If a camera display of the FPGA is shown on the
desktop, it is relayed to all VNC viewers. All
the viewers, however, are not able to conference
with each other with VNC alone. Furthermore,
as VNC is a cross platform system, ‘drag and
drop’ file transfers are not possible due to oper-
ating system’s differing file naming format and
file structures. Finally, as Windows is not a
multi-user system only one user can view the
desktop through VNC.
C. Summary
As bothNetMeeting and VNC have benefits and
disadvantages, an approach using a combination
of the two programs allows for the best results
concerning multi-user remote FPGA program-
ming. VNC’s ability to easily work on a remote
desktop provides a powerful alternative to the
complex programming required with NetMeet-
ing. NetMeeting does, however, incorporate
live video very effectively, which also proves
vital to the conference nature of this system.
5. Implementation
In this section, three possibilities as to the use of
the NetMeeting and VNC are investigated. The
first option relies on VNC alone, the second,
on NetMeeting alone, and the third option com-
bines the benefits of both software packages.
A. Option 1
Option 1 consists of simply using VNC as the
means to achieving the goal. Using VNC and a
camera on a Unix machine allows for all users
to see the procedures taking place on the re-
mote computer. Furthermore, the camera al-
lows for the FPGA board to be seen by all
users. There is, however, no conferencing with
the other participants. One alternative is to sup-
ply a notepad on the remote computer so that
any user can jot down their thoughts. This is,
nonetheless, very rudimentary and is preferably
avoided. Equally, additional software is placed
on the remote desktop that allows interfacing
with the FPGA via DIP switches and LEDs.
The layout on the user’s desktop looks like that
seen in Figure 2a.
B. Option 2
The second option consists of usingNetMeeting
only. With this option, sophisticated user end
and remote end interface software are required
to perform the task effectively. This option,
however, is an improvement over option 1 as
video conferencing is now possible. All other
users can chat and see each other with NetMeet-
ing. Also, software at the remote end does not
need to be launched as it can all be launched
from the user’s computer with NetMeeting. If
only video cameras are available, a chat window
will supply ameans for communication between
all the users. If, on the other hand, the camera
and microphone handles audio and video, the
chat window is not needed. The layout for such
a set-up can be seen in Figure 2b.
C. Option 3
Option 3 relies on a combination of both VNC
and NetMeeting. VNC handles the FPGA inter-
facing and NetMeeting handles the conferenc-
ing aspects of the system. Ultimately, the layout
for this option is shown in Figure 2c. A more
in–depth description of this system follows in
the next section.
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Fig. 2. Screen Shots and Descriptions of the 3 Optional User Environments;
a  VNC Only; b  NetMeeting Only; c  NetMeeting and VNC.
6. Implementation of the Multi-User
Distance Laboratory Using VNC
and NetMeeting
The most effective system will be the one that
combines both VNC and NetMeeting as seen
in Figure 2c Option 3. The addition of a
third party interfacing softwaremakes for a fully
comprehensive system allowing for testing and
implementing designs on the FPGA board. This
is the system that was implemented and proved
useful.
A. Relevant NetMeeting Features for Our
Implementation
NetMeeting’s main use lies in its ability to con-
ference live video. Furthermore, the chat and
file transfer functions are also useful, as this is
required of the FPGA software system. They
are very straightforward to use as they work like
standard WindowsTM programs. Once the pro-
gram is opened, a connection can be made to the
remote computer. As the setting on the remote
computer is to accept any incoming calls, the
connection would be made automatically. This
setting is simply set in the Options   Gene-
ral window. Once the connection is made, the
video channel must be opened. This is done in
order to send to and receive from the other par-
ticipants and the FPGA camera the live video.
Furthermore, the chat window can be opened
straight from the pull-down menus or cntrl-T.
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Equally straightforward is the file transfer func-
tion. The sender would access the file transfer
function via the pull-down menus or cntrl-S
and select the file to be sent. The remote FPGA
computer receives the file where it is saved in
a specified directory. The user can then access,
use and move the file with VNC. If the user
wants to retrieve a file, this can equally be done
with VNC by ‘ftp’ing the file back to his com-
puter. VNC does not directly have an ftp func-
tion, but as the entire desktop and hard drives
are available to the user, an ftp program can be
invoked and used. Equally possible is to write
a program that, using NetMeeting’s data chan-
nels, allows for direct drag-and-drop access to
the remote hard-disk and other file storage util-
ities.
B. Relevant VNC Features for our
Implementation
VNC is useful when it comes to the direct im-
plementation with the FPGA. The remote com-
puter requires the installation of the VNC pro-
gram and each user-end computer requires the
installation of the VNC viewer. The program is
simple to use. When starting the program, the
computer address to be connected to must be
entered along with the password. The remote
desktop is then loaded and used as if the user
were there.
Within the confines of the VNC window, Altera
software, the FPGA video and a third party soft-
ware have been added. Altera software is used
as if the user were working on his own desk-
top. This requires that the FPGA be always
connected to the computer. To program the
FPGA, the regular download program is used.
The FPGA video also needs to be on at all times
so that the user can view it. Finally, the third
party software allows for using and testing of the
circuit that was downloaded onto the FPGA.
C. Interface Software
In order to interface between the computer and
the FPGA, a program was devised. This pro-
gram allows for much of the functionality avail-
able on the UP1 Altera board.
Different solutions allowing for the passing of
data between the FPGA’s pins and the computer
terminal are possible. One example is to have a
select number of pins that are probed constantly
for their output. Some others are dedicated in-
put pins. These are accessed by means of serial
and parallel ports. This, however, only allows
for a certain number of pins to be probed and
used at once. If this is sufficient, this is the
ideal alternative. If, on the other hand, many
input andor output pins are required, some ad-
ditional circuitry is added to the FPGA in order
to shift in the data to the pins. If the downloaded
circuit does not take up all of the FPGA’s logic
cells, this extra circuitry could be added to the
design. For instance, each input is sent to the
FPGA with one extra code for its pin number,
one extra code for whether it is an input or out-
put value, and the last code could dictate the













A sample of the output of this circuit can be
seen in Figure 3. The circuit shifts in the inputs,
decodes the values, and assigns the correct in-
put value to the correct pin. During this time
the disable signal goes high, which disables the
circuit being tested as these transitions could
give erroneous results. This does, however, re-
quire design changes for a remote version as
compared to the hands-on version. The remote
version requires an external disable pin. This
Fig. 3. Waveform of the Serial Input Shift–In.
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is remedied by simply grounding out the dis-
able pin in the hands-on version rendering both
designs identical.
In order to completely avoid reducing resources,
another FPGA is used to generate all the pin val-
ues. All the IO pins from this FPGA connect
to the FPGA that is to be programmed with
the user’s file. The IO FPGA is programmed
with EEPROMs. This entails that the FPGA
to be programmed by the user has none of its
resources taken up by the io system.
Another alternative is to slow the system clock
down to a frequency where all inputs can be
inputted per cycle. This requires that the input
codes be shifted in at a much higher frequency
than the system clock. This system was not
developed, but provides an alternative solution.
Equally, the interface is connected to other im-
portant pins such as ‘Done’ allowing the user to
view when programming is complete.
Fig. 4. Interface Software for Controlling the Inputs to,
and for Detecting the Outputs from the FPGA.
The designed interface is shown in Figure 4.
In the prototype interface software, 18 input
pins and 16 output pins are used. There is also
the ’Done’ green light that indicates when the
FPGA has been programmed. More function-
ality can be ascribed to this interface software
as is needed.
D. Limitations
One important problem that befalls all of this
system is the lack of ability to check voltages at
other points than the actual probed pins through-
out the FPGA. For instance, users cannot deter-
mine whether the power supply is faulty and
does not supply enough voltage to the FPGA.
Therefore, no oscilloscope readings are avail-
able. Thus, the user is not entirely able to detect
whether it is his circuit that is not working, or
the FPGA board. Furthermore, there is the issue
of the parallelserial port interface between the
FPGA and the computer that are application–
specific. Thus, a more sophisticated set-up
would be required to allow for all applications.
As bothVNCandNetMeeting are real-time pro-
grams, they both consume bandwidth. As band-
width is costly, concessions would need to be
made to allow for different restrictions, such as
connection speeds, bandwidth allocations, and
so on. One important consideration in the use
of COTS is that the hardware and software is
ever improving. As such, the bandwidth de-
mands will eventually be met, and the system
will be practical in this sense as developments
are made.
7. Support for Grading
Parallel to the multi-user distance laboratory
MUDL software, we use a Web-based eva-
luation tool. The goal of the tool is to col-
lect useful data so that each student’s over-
all teamwork performance can be better ad-
dressed. Apart from evaluating students’ in-
dividual proficiency on the subject, attention
will also be placed on students’ participation
in working in a team. Currently, a web-based
query-form to collect peer evaluations and com-
ments from students is fully developed. The
Fig. 5. Hierarchy of Grading Support System.
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prospective tool will later extend to incorporate
the web-based evaluation form for data acquisi-
tion, which is built alongside a data-harvesting
program to organize collected data, and a grad-
ing program for data processing. The tool struc-
ture is outlined in Figure 5. The modular grad-
ing program component can be customized for
a specific course.
A. Peer Evaluation
Besides individual performance, interpersonal
relationships are an important ingredient for
effective teamwork. Participation of all team
members in a project collaboration is paramount,
as it builds trust among team members. Equally,
through interaction, potential problems such as
poorly defined expectations among team mem-
bers can be eliminated. Thus, interpersonal re-
lationship should also be accounted for during
the evaluation process of team projects. How-
ever, it is traditionally difficult for instructors to
understand and assess the intra-team dynamics
 11.
Themost effectiveway to evaluate interpersonal
relationships is through peer evaluation, where
students have the opportunity to criticize each
other’s performance. Students are better mo-
tivated when peer evaluation is announced be-
forehand. It will promote the importance of
an individual’s performance as well as integrity
in completing their assigned tasks among other
team members. We found that the tool exis-
tence alone reduced the conflicting situations in
teams to well under half the cases per semester.
B. The Evaluation Tool
The evaluation forms shown in Figure 6 gather
peer evaluations, course work, and auxiliary in-
formation submitted by students throughout the
course. After proper organization, the instruc-
tor can easily monitor progress, review sub-
missions, place comments and assign grades.
The results will be re-distributed to the stu-
dents appropriately. When the tool is fully com-
pleted, data organizations, re-distributions and
the repetitive task of recording scores can also
be automated. Currently, the evaluation tool is
used in a course Web page at www ece mcgill 
caee.
C. Evaluation Tool At Work
In grading group projects, the evaluation tool
first requests each team member to state hisher
assumed tasks, as well as those expected from
Fig. 6. Screen Shot of Peer Evaluation Forms.
other teammates, at an early stage of the project.
Extra comments will continuously be accepted
as the project develops. Finally, the completed
project is submitted to the tool. The submit-
ted data will be arranged and compared, ei-
ther manually or aided by the grading program.
Graded are student’s individual performance
and hisher ability to work with other members
of the team. With this information available,
the instructor can make a conclusion as to the
student’s overall performance.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the system for a
Multi-User Distance Laboratory, that we de-
veloped and implemented using COTS compo-
nents. Furthermore, relevant administrative is-
sues concerning distance education were shown
to benefit from our system.
In order to achieve optimal results, both VNC
and NetMeeting are used in MUDL. VNC is
used for ease of FPGA-to-remote user interfac-
ing, whereas NetMeeting is used for its high
quality video-conferencing abilities, along with
FTP and chat. A simple interface software was
designed for circuits requiring less than 18 in-
puts and 16 outputs, such as supplied on the
Altera UP1 board. Another, more advanced
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system was devised to allow for devices with
greater IO requirements, butwas not employed
with the current hardware.
This system provides an adequate backdrop for
the development and set-up of a remote multi-
user FPGA environment. Finally, Web-based
tools are incorporated to the system, including
those for effective peer evaluation.
In the future, this prototype system could be
used to develop other courseware,wherebywork
in laboratory-based courses can be remotely
performedmaintaining the educational relevance
of the course and exposing students to current
technologies.
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